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Abstract
We study the behavior of monogamy deficit and monogamy asymmetry for Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
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I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum correlations, including but not limited to entanglement, are considered as key re-
sources for quantum information processing tasks. Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen(EPR) steering [1, 2]
is a type of quantum correlation which intrinsically relates to the concept of the EPR paradox
[3, 4], and was originally realized by Schro¨dinger [5, 6]. Quantum steering is a quantum phe-
nomenon that allows one to manipulate the state of one subsystem by performing measurements
on the other spatially separated subsystem. Different from classical correlation, a crucial property
of quantum correlations is that they cannot be freely shared among different parties. This prop-
erty is known as monogamy [7] and is regarded as one of the most fundamental traits of quantum
systems. Quantitative statements on the monogamy property of quantum entanglement are due to
Coffman, Kundu, and Wootters (CKW) [8]. They proved the following entanglement monogamy
inequality for a three-qubit state ρABC : C2A:(BC) (ρABC) ≥ C2A:B (ρABC) + C2A:C (ρABC) , where
CA:(BC) (ρABC) is the concurrence of the partition A with the group {BC}. However, for other
forms of quantum correlations much less is known for quantitative monogamy, let alone the quan-
tum steering which has been attracted extensive interest only most recently [9–26].
According to S. Hawking’s finding, a black hole would emit thermal radiation due to quantum
effects near the event horizon [27]. This discovery strongly supports Bekenstein’s phenomenolog-
ical thermodynamics of black holes. And for this reason, quantum correlations in fact intrinsically
relevant to the foundational core of thermodynamics and information loss problem [27, 28] of
black holes. On the other hand, the influences of gravity on quantum systems [29–33] cannot be
ignored with the advance in theory and technology of quantum information processing. For ex-
ample, it has been experimentally demonstrated that the gravitational effects of the Earth notably
influence the precision of atomic clocks for a variation of 0.33m in height [34]. Most recently,
an experimental test of photonic entanglement in accelerated reference frames has been reported
[35], in which a genuine quantum state of an entangled photon pair is exposed for different accel-
erations. However, we have noticed that the behavior of steering monogamy is still unclear yet,
which is of interest for the entropy and information of black holes. Therefore, it is worthwhile
to study the properties of steering monogamy and its asymmetry under the influence of Hawking
radiation.
In this paper we define the steering monogamy deficit to measure the degree of steering
monogamy and the steering monogamy asymmetry to quantitate the symmetry of monogamy.
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We mainly seek answers to the following two questions: how much is the steering monogamy,
and does the monogamy of steering presents some new properties in the curved spacetime? Our
model includes three parts, denoted by Alice, Bob and anti-Bob, respectively. Alice is a Kruskal
observer who freely falls into the black hole, while Bob is an accelerated observe who hovers near
the event horizon of the black hole. We let the parts observed by Alice and Bob initially share a
two-mode squeezed state with squeezing s. In the presence of a black hole, Alice and Bob will not
agree on the definition of vacuum, that is, the physical vacuum in Alice’s coordinates would exist
particles in Bob’s coordinates. In addition, a hypothetical observer anti-Bob in the interior region
of the black hole is embroiled in because Bob is accelerated [36–42].
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we give a Gaussian channel description of
Hawking effect for an asymptotically flat black hole. In Sec. III we introduce the Gaussian steering
monogamy inequalities, and define the steering monogamy deficit and the steering monogamy
asymmetry. In Sec. IV we study behaviors of the quantum steering monogamy, the steering
monogamy deficit, as well as the steering monogamy asymmetry in the background of the black
hole. The last section is devoted to a brief summary.
II. GAUSSIAN CHANNEL DESCRIPTION OF HAWKING EFFECT FOR AN ASYMPTOTI-
CALLY FLAT BLACK HOLE
In this section we introduce the quantum field theory and the Hawking radiation of a bosonic
field in the background of an asymptotically flat black hole. We are going to show how the thermal
radiation induced by the Hawking effect can be described by a Gaussian channel [43, 44]. We
consider a massless bosonic field Φ, which satisfies the Klein-Gordon(K-G) equation [45]
1√−g
∂
∂xµ
(√−ggµν ∂Φ
∂xν
)
= 0, (1)
in a general spacetime.
The line element of an asymptotically flat black hole, such as the Schwarzschild black hole,
the Garfinkle-Horowitz-Strominger dilaton black hole [46], and the Casadio-Fabbri-Mazzacurati
(CFM) brane black hole [47], is given by
ds2 = f(r)dt2 − 1
h(r)
dr2 − R2(r)(dθ2 + sin θ2dϕ2), (2)
where the parameters f(r) and h(r) vanish at the event horizon r = r+ of the black hole. The
surface gravity of the black hole is given by κ =
√
f ′(r+)h′(r+)/2. By defining the tortoise
3
coordinates r∗ as dr∗ = dr/
√
f(r)h(r), the metric (2) can be rewritten as
ds2 = f(r)(dt2 − dr2∗)− R2(r)(dθ2 + sin θ2dϕ2). (3)
Throughout this paper we set G = c = κB = 1.
Considering spherical symmetry of the black hole, we express the normal mode solution of the
scalar field as [48]
Φωlm =
1
r
χωl(r)Ylm(θ, ϕ)e
−iωt. (4)
In this equation the radial part χωl obeys the following equation
d2χωl
dr2∗
+ [ω2 − V (r)]χωl = 0, (5)
where
V (r) =
√
f(r)h(r)
R(r)
d
dr
[√
f(r)h(r)
dR(r)
dr
]
+
l(l + 1)f(r)
R2(r)
, (6)
and Ylm(θ, ϕ) is the spherical harmonic on the unit two sphere.
Solving the K-G equation near the event horizon of the black hole, one can obtain a set of
positive-frequency outgoing modes Φ±Ω,in and Φ
±
Ω,out, which relates to two causally disconnected
regions of spacetime denoted by in (inside the event horizon) and out (outside the event horizon)
Φ+Ω,in ∼ eiω(t−r∗), (7)
Φ+Ω,out ∼ e−iω(t−r∗), (8)
where r∗ is the tortoise coordinate. The modes can be used to quantize the scalar field and de-
fine the vacuum state |0〉S in the coordinates of the asymptotically flat black hole. And, for this
reason the solutions in Eqs. (7) and (8) are usually called Schwarzschild modes (or Boulware-
Schwarzschild modes) [39, 40, 49–51]. Since the solutions Eqs. (7) and (8) cannot be analytically
continued from the in region to the out region, we must make an analytic continuation and ex-
press them in the Kruskal coordinates [48]. The Kruskal modes can be used to define the Hartle-
Hawking vacuum, which corresponds to the Minkowski vacuum in a flat spacetime. In this way
the scalar field can be quantized in the Schwarzschild and Kruskal modes respectively, and the
Bogoliubov transformations [45] are obtained to relate the modes.
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However, as the inertial observer Alice is freely to create excitations in any accessible
modes [44, 50], we have to choose Alice’s modes as superpositions of different frequencies of
Schwarzschild modes. In other words, it is improper to map a single-frequency Kruskal mode into
a single-frequency Schwarzschild mode. We therefore employ the intermediate Unruh modes,
which are positive-frequency combinations of modes in Kruskal coordinates [50]. Since the vac-
uum of Unruh and Kruskal modes coincide, a positive Kruskal mode can be written as a linear
combination of two Unruh modes as cΩ,U = qRCΩ,R + qLCΩ,L, where
CΩ,R =
(
cosh rΩ aˆΩ,out − sinh rΩ bˆ†Ω,in
)
,
CΩ,L =
(
cosh rΩ aˆΩ,in − sinh rΩ bˆ†Ω,out
)
, (9)
and qR, qL satisfy |qR|2 + |qL|2 = 1. In Eq. (9) the Hawing temperature parameter rΩ is defined as
sinh rΩ = (e
2piΩ
κ − 1)− 12 . Here κ is the surface gravity of the asymptotically flat black hole which
relates the Hawking temperature T by T = κ/2pi. By employing the Bogliubov transformation
between the Unruh modes and the Schwarzschild modes, the Unruh vacuum is found to be [44, 49–
51]
|0Ω〉U = 1
cosh r2Ω
∞∑
n,m=0
tanh rn+mΩ |mnm′n′〉Ω, (10)
where |mnm′n′〉 = |mΩ〉+out|n−Ω〉−in|m′−Ω〉−out|n′Ω〉+in, and the superscripts {+,−} on the kets is
used to indicate the particle and antiparticle modes, respectively. In Eq. (10), the Schwarzschild
modes {|n〉out} and {|n〉in} are observed by Bob who hovers outside the event horizon and anti-
Bob who is a hypothetic observer inside the black hole, respectively. The mode parameter can be
fixed as qR = 1 and qL = 0 by assuming Bob’s detector only sensitive to the particle modes and
anti-Bob’s detector only detects antiparticle modes. In this situation, Eq. (10) reduces to |0Ω〉H =
1
cosh rΩ
∑∞
n=0 tanh r
n
Ω|nn〉Ω, which is a two-mode squeezing state and the squeezing rΩ is directly
related to the Hawking temperature by rΩ = arcsinh[(e
Ω
T − 1)− 12 ], where T =
√
f ′(r+)h′(r+)
4pi
.
Therefore, the effect of Hawking radiation can be described by a two-mode squeezing operator
Uˆout,in(rΩ) acting on the input state |ψ0〉
ρout = trin{Uˆout,in(rΩ)
[
(|ψ0〉〈ψ0|)out
⊗ (|0〉〈0|)in
]
Uˆ †out,in(rΩ)} , (11)
where the squeezing operator has the form Uˆout,in(rΩ) = e
rΩ(bˆ
†
Ω,out
bˆ
†
Ω,in
−aˆΩ,outaˆΩ,in) and we rewrite rΩ
as r hereafter. In this paper we work in the phase space, then we employ a symplectic phase-space
representation SB,B¯(r) for the two-mode squeezing transformation, which is [37, 43, 44]
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SB,B¯(r) =

 cosh rI2 sinh rZ2
sinh rZ2 cosh rI2

 , (12)
where I2 is a 2× 2 identity matrix and Z2 =

 1 0
0 −1

.
III. GAUSSIAN STEERING MONOGAMY INEQUALITIES, STEERING MONOGAMY
DEFICIT, AND STEERINGMONOGAMYASYMMETRY
In this section we briefly introduce some concepts of the monogamy of Gaussian quan-
tum steering and define the steering monogamy deficit and the steering monogamy asymme-
try. For our purposes, we consider a tripartite Gaussian state ρABC with covariance matrix
σABC . The elements σij(i, j = 1....6) for the covariance matrix σABC of state ρABC are de-
fined as σij = tr
[{Rˆi, Rˆj}+ ρABC], where Rˆ = (xˆ1, pˆ1, xˆ2, pˆ2, xˆ3, pˆ3)T is the vector collect-
ing position and momentum operators of each mode, satisfying canonical commutation relations
[Rˆi, Rˆj] = i(ΩABC)ij , with (ΩABC) = ω
⊕3 and ω =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
[52]. For the Gaussian state σABC , its
monogamy holds if and only if the quantum steering obeys the following CKW-type inequalities
[25, 53],
GAB→C (σABC) ≥ GA→C (σABC) + GB→C (σABC) , (13)
GC→AB (σABC) ≥ GC→A (σABC) + GC→B (σABC) . (14)
where the 2→ 1 Gaussian quantum steering Gxy→z(σxyz) describes how the collectivity {xy} can
steer the part z, and x, y, z denotes all the different permutations of A, B and C. Similarly, the
1→ 2 Gaussian Gz→xy(σxyz) steerability can be obtained by swapping the roles of {xy} and z,
which measures the steerability from z to the collectivity {xy}.
In Eqs. (1) and (2), the x→ y Gaussian steering is defined as [22]
Gx→y(σxy) := max
{
0, −
∑
j:ν¯y
j
<1
ln(ν¯yj )
}
= max
{
0, S(x)− S(σxy)
}
, (15)
and {ν¯Bj } are symplectic eigenvalues of the Schur complement of the x part in the covariance
matrix σxy [22] and S(σ) = 12 ln(det σ) is the Re´nyi-2 entropy [53].
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In particular, it is well known that the Gaussian steering measure G is asymmetry, hence there
are two kinds of CKW-type monogamy inequalities for quantum steering. In addition, the
monogamy of steering is very different from the monogamy of entanglement where only one
monogamy inequality is required to be satisfied. To make a quantitative research on the monogamy
of Gaussian steering, here we define two types of monogamy deficits for the Gaussian steering
Dxy:z = Gxy→z − Gx→z − Gy→z, (16)
Dx:yz = Gx→yz − Gx→y − Gx→z, (17)
where x, y, z denotes all the different permutations of A, B and C. For the sake of discussion,
we name Dxy:z as 2 → 1 steering deficit and Dz:xy as 1→ 2 steering deficit, respectively. It is
worth noting that the monogamy deficits is in fact a meaningful quantitative indicator of genuine
tripartite quantum steering for Gaussian states [18, 25]. This is because a non-zero monogamy
deficits in all the three steering directions {xy} → z, {xz} → y and {yz} → x of a tripartite state
certifies a sufficient requirement to violate the corresponding biseparable structure of the state.
The above two monogamy deficits for Gaussian steering may be different because the asymme-
try of quantum steering itself. We wonder whether the monogamy deficits is invariant for different
steering directions. Therefore, we define the steering monogamy asymmetry to measure the degree
of monogamy asymmetry, which is
Dxy:z∆ = |Dxy:z −Dz:xy|, (18)
By defining the monogamy asymmetry, we in fact demonstrate a relation which connects two types
of monogamy deficits and monogamy inequalities. In this work the third part is observed by the
hypothetical observer Anti-Bob in the interior region of the black hole, we therefore denote the
third mode as B¯ rather than C.
IV. DYNAMICS OF MONOGAMY DEFICIT AND MONOGAMY ASYMMETRY FOR QUAN-
TUM STEERING IN CURVED SPACETIME
We consider a massless scalar field Φ whose state is initialized in a two-mode Gaussian
squeezed state with squeezing s. The initial system is prepared in Unruh modes in the inertial
frame with the covariance matrix
σ
(M)
AB (s) =

 Ai(s) Ei(s)
ETi (s) Bi(s)

 , (19)
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FIG. 1: (a-c) The 2→ 1 quantum steering (solid lines) and 1→ 1 quantum steering (dashed lines) as
a function of the Hawking temperature T . (d) The 2→ 1 Gaussian steering monogamy deficits DAB:B¯ ,
DAB¯:B and DBB¯:A versus Hawking temperature T . The squeezing parameter s of the initial state is fixed
as s = 1 and Ω is fixed as Ω = 1.
where Ai(s) = Bi(s) = cosh(2s)I2, and Ei(s) = sinh(2s)Z2. Because Alice is freely falling
into the black hole, she sees nothing special at the horizon and accesses to the entire spacetime.
However, for the accelerated observer Bob, an extra set of modes B¯, which is observed by a
hypothetical observer anti-Bob inside the event horizon, becomes relevant. The transformation of
the state from the Unruh modes to the Schwarzschild modes is described by Eq. (11). After the
transformation, the final state of the entire three-mode system is given by the covariance matrix
[37]
σABB¯(s, r) =
[
IA ⊕ SB,B¯(r)
][
σ
(M)
AB (s)⊕ IB¯
]
[
IA ⊕ SB,B¯(r)
]
=


σA EAB EAB¯
ETAB σB EBB¯
ET
AB¯
ET
BB¯
σB¯

 . (20)
In Eq. (20) the diagonal elements are σA = cosh(2s)I2, σB = [cosh(2s) cosh
2(r) + sinh2(r)]I2,
and σB¯ = [cosh
2(r)+cosh(2s) sinh2(r)]I2. The non-diagonal elements have the following forms:
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EAB = [cosh(r) sinh(2s)]Z2, EBB¯ = [cosh2(s) sinh(2r)]Z2, and EAB¯ = [sinh(2s) sinh(r)]Z2.
A. The 2→ 1 steering monogamy and its deficits
Now let us seek an answer for the first question: is steering monogamous in the background of
the asymptotically flat black hole? We start with the 2→ 1 monogamy inequality in the AB → B¯
direction. To this end, the 2→ 1 quantum steering GAB→B¯, the 1 → 1 steering GA→B¯ and GB→B¯
are required. After some calculations, we obtain
GAB→B¯ = max{0, ln[cosh2(r) + cosh(2s) sinh2(r)]}, (21)
which quantifies to what extent part B¯ can be steered by the measurements performed by the
collectivity {AB}. The analytic expression of the A → B¯ and B → B¯ Gaussian steering are
found to be
GA→B¯ = max{0, ln cosh(2s)
sinh2(r)+cosh(2s) cosh2(r)
}
,
GB→B¯ = max{0, ln[cosh2(r) + sinh2(r)
cosh(2s)
]
}
. (22)
From Eqs. (21-22) we can see that all the bipartite Gaussian steering depends on the Hawking tem-
perature parameter r, which shows that these direction of steerability are affected by thermal noise
of the Hawking radiation. Substituting Eqs. (21-22) into Eq. (9) we find that the 1→ 2 steering
GAB→B¯ is always more than the sum of the 1→ 1 steering GA→B¯ and GB→B¯ . That is, quantum
steering in the {AB} → B¯ direction is monogamous under the influence of the Hawing thermal
noise. To better understand the 2 → 1 steering monogamy in the studied curved spacetime, we cal-
culate two other sets of quantum steerings {GAB¯→B,GA→B,GB¯→B} and {GBB¯→A,GB→A,GB¯→A}
and plot them in Fig. (1a-1c), respectively. Furthermore, to seek some quantitative information of
the steering monogamy, we also plot the behaviors of steering monogamy deficits DAB:B¯, DAB¯:B
and DBB¯:A in Fig. (1d).
Fig. (1a) shows how the bipartite quantum steering GAB→B¯ , GA→B¯ and GB→B¯ are influenced
by the Hawking radiation of the asymptotically flat black hole. We can see that all of them equal to
zero when the Hawking temperature equals to zero, which is because the initial steerability is only
prepared between parts A and B. As the Hawking temperature increase, quantum steerabilities
are created between the assemblies AB → B¯, A → B¯ and B → B¯. However, we can see
from Fig. (1b) and Fig. (1c) that the steering A → B and B → A always decrease as the
9
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FIG. 2: (a-c) The 1→ 2 quantum steering (solid lines) and 1→ 1 quantum steering (dashed lines) as
a function of the Hawking temperature T . (d) The 1→ 2 Gaussian steering monogamy deficits DA:BB¯ ,
DB:AB¯ and DB¯:AB versus T . The squeezing parameter s of the initial state is fixed as s = 1 and frequency
of the field is fixed as Ω = 1.
Hawking temperature T increase. Such a phenomenon indicates the fact that quantum steerability
are distributed among different parts due the influence of Hawking radiation.
We wonder if the quantum steering can be freely distributed among the system. This question
can be answered by check if the 2→ 1 steering monogamy holds in this situation. It is shown in
Fig. (1d) that all the three types of 2→ 1monogamy deficits are positive for any Hawking temper-
ature, which means that the 2→ 1 CKW-like steering inequalities defined in Eq. (13) always hold
in the curved spacetime. In other words, the 2→ 1 quantum steering can not be freely distributed
among the system in the curved spacetime. It is shown Fig. (1b) that theA→ B steering decreases
quickly and experiences “sudden death”, while the B¯ → B steering appears “sudden birth” with
increasing T . Moreover, the “sudden death” point of the former is in accordance with the “sudden
birth” point of the latter. This is also a powerful evidence for the monogamy of Gaussian quantum
steering in the curved spacetime.
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B. The 1→ 2 steering monogamy and its deficits
To make a general conclusion for the steering monogamy in the background of a black
hole, next we study the 1→ 2 steering monogamy inequality given by Eq. (14) and the 1→ 2
monogamy deficits defined in Eq. (17). The A→ B¯ steering has been given in Eq. (18) and the
remaining two steerabilities are
GA→BB¯ = max{0, ln cosh(2s)},
GA→B = max{0, ln cosh(2s)
cosh2(r)+cosh(2s) sinh2(r)
}
, (23)
respectively. Two other sets of Gaussian steerings {GB→AB¯,GB→A,GB→B¯} and {GB¯→AB,
GB¯→A,GB¯→B} can be computed in a similar way. To compare the behaviors of the 1 → 2 steering
monogamy with its 2→ 1 counterpart, we plot these three sets of Gaussian steerings as a function
of the Hawking temperature T for fixed s = 1 in Figs. (2a-2c). We also calculate the 1→ 2
deficits DA:BB¯, DB:AB¯ and DB¯:AB and plot the behaviors of them in Fig. (2d).
From Figs. (2a-2c) we can see that except the A→ B and B → A steering, all other directions
of steering increase with increasing Hawking temperature T . This reveals the fact that the initially
steering-type quantum correlations prepared between part A and B has been distributed among
other directions. It is shown that the x → yz steering is always more than the sum of x → y
steering and x − z steering for all the three sets of directions. Similar with the entanglement
monogamy, the steering monogamy inequalities enjoy a very appealing interpretation: the degree
of steerability exhibited by the collectivity can be larger that the sum of the degrees of steerability
exhibited by the individual pairs. We have found in the last subsection that the 2 → 1 quantum
steering shared amongdifferent parties exhibits monogamy property. Here we find again the 1→ 2
steering monogamy still holds under the influence of the Hawing thermal noise.
Moreover, it is interesting to note from Fig. (2a) that the monogamy of Gaussian quantum
steering exists a more extreme scenario: party A cannot individually steer the parties B and B¯,
i.e., GA→B = GA→B¯ = 0, but the collectivity {BB¯} can be steered by the measurements performed
on Alice’s side because GA→BB¯ > 0. Similar situations exists in Figs. (2c), where the party B¯
inside the event horizon of the black hole cannot steer the parties A and B individually for some
small Hawking temperature T , but it can steer the collectivity {AB}.
Fig. (2d) shows that the 1 → 2 monogamy deficits DA:BB¯, DB:AB¯ and DB¯:AB, a quantifier
of genuine tripartite steering of the state, increase with increasing Hawking temperature. This
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indicates genuine tripartite steering have been generated due to the thermal bath introduced by
Hawking effect. We also note that the DB:AB¯ monogamy deficit is monotonously increased while
DA:BB¯ and DB¯:AB deficits exist a transition point. In addition, the monogamy deficits have the
same transition point with the 1 − 1 quantum steerabilities A → B and B¯ → B. We find that
anti-Bob can steer the collectivity {AB} for any T , which is different from the 1 − 1 steering
B¯ → B where steerable is bigger than a critical point. Here antiBob can ensemble steer Alice and
Bob even though they are separated by the event horizon, which verifies the essential connection
between quantum steering and quantum nonlocality.
C. Monogamy asymmetry and symmetric behaviors of the 1→ 2 and 2→ 1 steering
Unlike entanglement, quantum steering is a type of quantum correlation depending on the di-
rection of measurement [22] , which makes the symmetric property of steering a crucial issue.
For Gaussian states, it was recently found that the 1 → 1 steering is asymmetric both in the flat
spacetime [22, 23] and the curved spacetime [44]. We wonder if the asymmetry of steering will
pass to the monogamy of steering in the curved spacetime. To obtain understanding of this is-
sue, we calculate the monogamy asymmetry DA:BB¯∆ , DB:AB¯∆ and DB¯:AB∆ of the Gaussian quantum
steerability and check if the are asymmetric in the Schwarzschild spacetime.
In Fig. (3a) we plot the monogamy asymmetry of Gaussian quantum steering in the tripar-
tite system versus the Hawking temperature T for fixed squeezing s = 1. It is shown that the
monogamy asymmetry of steering increases for all the x and {yz} bipartite systems with increas-
ing Hawking temperature. This means the thermal bath induced by Hawking radiation destroys
the symmetry of steerability monogamy. We find that the steering monogamy is endowed with a
maximum asymmetry for some fixed T . In addition, the maximizing condition for the monogamy
asymmetry is s = arccosh( cosh
2 r
1−sinh2 r
), which is exactly the transition point of the 1 → 1 steer-
ing asymmetry [44] . To explain this coincidence, we calculate the symmetry between the 1→ 2
steering and 2 → 1 steering and plot them in Fig. (3b). In Fig. (3b) the 1→ 2 and 2→ 1 steer-
abilities are symmetric for any Hawking temperature T because all the 1→ 2 steerabilities equal
to their 2 → 1 counterparts. Therefore, we arrive at the conclusion that the asymmetry of steering
monogamy totally stems from the 1 → 1 steering asymmetry.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) The monogamy asymmetry of steering DA:BB¯∆ , DB:AB¯∆ and DB¯:AB∆ for the tripar-
tite Gaussian state as a function of the Hawking temperature T . (b) The symmetric behaviors of the 1→ 2
steering and 2→ 1 steering versus T . The squeezing parameter s of the initial state is fixed as s = 1 and
frequency of the field is fixed as Ω = 1.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The effect of the Hawking effect on the shareability of Gaussian steering, monogamy deficit
and monogamy asymmetry of steering in the background of an asymptotically flat black hole are
investigated. We defined two types of monogamy deficits for quantum steering by combining
different monogamy inequalities. For three-mode Gaussian states, the monogamy deficits acts
a quantifier of genuine tripartite quantum steering. Then we compared two types of monogamy
inequalities by defining the monogamy asymmetry. It is shown that quantum steerabilities are
distributed among different parties due to the influence of Hawking radiation. However, such a
13
distribution is not free because the monogamy inequalities are still hold in the curved spacetime.
In addition, we find that the “sudden death” point of the A→ B steeing is in accordance with the
“sudden birth” point of the B¯ → B steering. This is another powerful evidence for the monogamy
of quantum steering in the curved spacetime. We demonstrate that the monogamy of quantum
steering shows an extreme scenario in the curved spacetime: party A cannot individually steer the
parties B and B¯, but the collectivity {BB¯} can be steered by the measurements performed on
Alice’s side. Similar situations exists between the party B¯ and the collectivity {AB}. It is worth
noting that the maximizing condition for the monogamy asymmetry is exactly the transition point
of the 1 → 1 steering asymmetry. This reveals the fact that the asymmetry of steering monogamy
totally stems from the 1 → 1 steering asymmetry because the 1 → 2 and 2→ 1 steerabilities are
symmetric.
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